
Fill your walls with the things that bring you joy  
and the memories that make you smile. 
 
With this Pop-up FrameTM kit you can make a lightweight and robust 
2.5cm box edge tray frame in a few minutes. You’ll have six different  
sizing options from 15cm to 30cm including A4 and A5.

Our Poster Pop-up Frame kit has 28 different sizing options up to 92cm.

You can now afford to frame your artistic endeavours, family photos, 
certificates and just about anything you’d enjoy seeing every day but 
which sits in a file or memory box. See our Instagram for inspiration. 

Simply decide the size you want, cut the sides to length with scissors, 
easily assemble and attach whatever in the finished frame. They’re  
so light that you can hang them on your wall using a push pin. Replace  
the artwork whenever by simply peeling it off the supplied sticky pads.  

This Pop-up Frame has been produced in the UK. Our suppliers are environmental management systems ISO 14001 
accredited and Forest Steward Council (FSC) chain of custody certified. The paper/board is FSC Mix Certified, which 
ensures that all virgin pulp is derived from well-managed forests. It is Elemental Chlorine Free (ECF), pulp-dyed with 
light-fast colours and is manufactured by an ISO 14001 certified mill. The paper is also bio-degradable and recyclable.

UK Patents: GB2559609B  GB2572341B  US Patent: US10,588,434   EUIPO Trademark 17868192   ©Differentiate Design Limited 
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Carefully flip the two sides back over again  
and check they’re squared-up. Peel off one of the 
supplied sticky pads and stick it down across the  
diagonal as indicated 5  with the removable side 
facing upwards. This permanently secures the  
two sides in place.       

Add the third side in the same way, remembering 
to push in the corner anchor tab and making sure 
the corner is nice and square before fixing with a 
sticky pad. Adding the fourth side can be a bit fiddly, 
but you can do it. Remember that the diagonal end 
sit on top. Tuck in both corner flaps first and then 
insert both linking tabs. Flip over and push in the  
remaining two anchor tabs and use the last two 
sticky pads to permanently secure the frame.   

You’re now ready to frame the “thing” you love. 
Simply peel off the sticky pad covers and place  
your image in the frame. The upper side of the 
sticky pads is low tack so you can gently peel off 
your image to reposition or even replace with  
something else.   
Each frame size has a centred wall hanging hole,  
so all you need is a small nail, panel pin or even  
a push pin. Better still use a Tesa® Adhesive Nail.  
If you use adhesive hanging strips or BluTack®,  
only attach to the flat part of the top panel and 
NOT under the box section, so you can press  
firmly to the wall without damaging the frame.
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Tuck slot

Diagonal end

First decide what size frame you want.  
A4* frame: Cut just two frame sides in a  
straight line along the ‘21’ cutting guides using  
a sharp pair of scissors or craft knife.  
A5* frame: Cut two sides at ‘21’ and two at ‘15’.  
30cm* square frame: No cutting needed.  
21cm* square frame: Cut all four sides at ‘21’.
15cm* square frame: Cut all four sides at ‘15’. 
30x15cm* frame: Cut just two sides at ‘15’.

Find a flat clean surface and arrange the 4 sides  
face-up according to your intended frame shape. 
You’re now ready to connect the first two sides.  
Slide them together ensuring the diagonal  
end of one side sits on top of the other side.  
Then insert the linking tab  into the corresponding  
diagonal slit  1  and tuck in the corner flap. 2  

Pop-up FrameTM assembly instructions 

Holding the two sides in place carefully flip the 
frame over so the backs face upwards. Square-up 
the two corners and then, using a pen or pencil, 
firmly push in the corner anchor tab 3  to lock 
the corners together. Then tuck the corner of the 
base panel into the Tuck slot. 4 
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Frame design and terminology 
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* All measurements indicate what size artwork the frame will fit BUT there’s an extra 5mm to allow for encapsulated items or canvas.
  Your artwork can be up to 6cm shorter than any of these six frame sizes as it can sit within the area - see examples on our website. 
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Corner flap

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCABR0OR1dPkT5pmnPPzt6hQ
https://www.instagram.com/pop_upframes/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/0hjvj7xtx9fzs828o8qtyvxghdi98a/_created/
https://www.facebook.com/DifferentiateDesign
https://www.tiktok.com/@popupframes

